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INTRODUCTION 

From tight rooms to chorused ethereal spaces, Tai Chi Lite is the little sibling of Tai Chi, 
both contemporary digital reverbs covering a wide range of applications. Give your 
spaces an energetic new dimension with Tai Chi Lite.  

 

INSTALLATION 
Tai Chi requires an Intel or AMD processor, or Apple M1 (either native or via Rosetta 2).  

The plug-in is authorised via iLok (an iLok 2, iLok 3, iLok Cloud or computer based iLok 
location is required for activation). Before installing the plug-ins, please install the iLok 
License Manager (http://www.ilok.com) and redeem your activation code to your iLok 
account. Then move this license to an iLok or computer-based location (or right-click 
and activate it from the available licenses tab later).  

A single license can remain activated in two different locations concurrently. This could 
mean two different iLoks, an iLok and a computer-based location, or on two different 
computers. These must all be associated with the same iLok account and you can move 
licenses between devices as required using iLok License Manager.  

To install the plug-ins just run the installer packages and follow the guided instructions 
to install the plug-in formats you need.  
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
To run Tai Chi you will need a DAW of the following specification or better. 

• Windows 7 or macOS 10.9 
• VST 2.4, VST 3, Audio Unit and AAX 
• iLok Cloud, iLok 2/3 USB dongle or iLok local activation 
• iLok License Manager v5.4 or above 
• 50 MB per plug-in 
• 64-bit DAW and operating system 

Despite extensive optimisation the Tai Chi algorithm prioritises sound quality over 
performance at every opportunity. This no-compromises approach necessitates pairing 
the reverb with a powerful system if you require high channel counts, low buffer sizes, 
live play of virtual instruments or tracking. Powerful CPUs from 2019 and later are highly 
recommended such as: 

• AMD Zen 3 or higher (e.g. 5000 series and up) 
• Intel 10th or 11th gen or higher (e.g. 10xxx, 11xxx series and up) 
• Apple M1 (all systems) 
• 6 cores minimum (8+ recommended) 

Despite the high core counts available in some older CPUs the dominating factor for 
good performance is the availability of modern CPU vector extensions and very strong 
single-core performance especially at lower buffer sizes. 
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PLUG-IN OVERVIEW 
The plugin is split into the following areas: 

• Presets management (user and factory) 
• Settings that affect the behaviour of the plugin and tool-tip assistance 
• Mix controls and level monitoring to the right of the main tabbed section 
• Four tabbed regions: 

o Master: the fundamental controls including the reverb time, width, pre-
delay (including tempo sync), and reflections 

o Advanced: density, diffusers, and chorus/modulation 
o Decay tone: bass and treble contouring 
o Equaliser: Simple low/high cut and low/high shelf controls 

Tai Chi Lite does not feature the multiband processing, fidelity or dynamics controls in 
the full edition of the Tai Chi reverb.  

You may click the question mark logo within the plug-in to enable interactive assistance 
mode which displays tool-tips when the mouse is briefly hovered over the plug-in’s 
controls in-situ.  

Metering is provided of input, output, reflections or reverb. To show the metering 
selection menu simply click the down arrow next to the current mode (e.g. “Out dB”).  

Parameter Lock 

Parameters can be locked from the main interface so that complete program changes 
do not fully affect all parameters as usual. For instance if you have a decay time and 
pre-delay that suits the track well but you want to experiment with other reverb 
programs without resetting these parameters every time, simply lock them in place and 
work through the programs. 

Locks can be enabled and disabled by clicking the padlock icon under any dial, or by 
right-clicking any dial to bring up the lock menu (which also includes a clear all locks 
option). 
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PRESET EDITING 
This section describes the main parameter editing regions. 

Master Tab 

The master tab provides the fundamental controls including the reverb time, width, pre-
delay (including tempo sync), and reflections. 

 
Reverb 

Reverb time is specified in terms of the RT60, i.e. the time taken for the verb to decay 
to 60 dB below its maximum.  

The pre-delay places a delay before the reverb, and can be locked to song tempo (it 
remains in sync with the DAW after selecting the tempo-sync button). 

The reverb width control is implemented via a simple mid-side boost/cut approach. This 
only affects the reverb (reflections are also affected by the reverb width setting). 

Reflections 

A set of reflection patterns that loosely control reverb properties. Greater letters 
represent greater reflectivity, higher numbers for positions further away. Spacing 
controls the space between individual reflections, higher spacing values create a larger 
sounding space. 

Note that reflection timing can be set relative to the reverb pre-delay or locked to the 
dry signal (see the settings section for more detail). Reflection patterns can be selected 
using the chevrons next to the “room” control, options include hall, church and garage.  

The frequency content of the reflections is controlled with the roll-off parameter which 
is implemented with a low pass filter (slopes range from 6 through to 24 dB per octave).  

Locking the pattern dial will also lock the pattern type (room/hall, etc). 
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Decay Tone 

The decay tone tab gives control over bass and treble contouring.  

 
Reverb decay in the traditional style uses low and high-pass filters within the reverb 
loop that are hit each time audio cycles around it. This causes an iterative filtering 
sound, so lows and highs roll away progressively. This means the effective filtering 
point changes over time.  

Given a 10 second reverb with no contouring, after 10 seconds the reverb is at -60 dB 
relative to its loudest at all points across the spectrum. Add a contour set to 0.5x / 6 
kHz and we must focus on the 6 kHz point to see where we would now reach a -60dB 
decay point after 5 seconds. After that, highs will continue to roll away reducing in 
frequency over time. This more accurately represents what happens in the real world 
where high frequencies are progressively attenuated by obstructions, reflections and 
absorption by the air. 

Treble 

RT Multiply / Frequency controls for reverb decay contouring in the high frequency 
spectrum. 

Roll-off provides a static low pass filter switchable from 6 through to 24 dB per octave 
which is used to set the reverb’s overall brightness. 

Bass 

RT Multiply / Frequency controls for reverb decay contouring in the low frequent 
spectrum. 

The frequency control is also wired up to a low shelf filter (Q=0.71) which is linked to the 
dampen control to allow you to tame or exaggerate reverberation in the low end.  
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Advanced Tab 

The advanced tab provides control over density, diffusers, and chorus/modulation. 

 
Width 

The reverb width control is implemented via a simple mid-side boost/cut approach. This 
only affects the reverb (reflections are not reduced in width to ensure good 
spatialisation in the early region). 

Density 

The density control simulates whether the simulated space sounds very specular or 
smooth. Specular reverbs have discernible reflections well into the late reverb decay 
region that gradually merge into a smooth wash of reverb. Synths or sustained strings 
suit specular styles, drums often require a smoother reverb. 

Increasing density will also have the effect, similar to the diffusion control, of slowing 
the reverb’s onset creating a somewhat larger sounding space.  

Diffusion 

Algorithmic reverbs typically add all-pass diffusers to create a smooth glossy 
reverberation. This also can have the effect of reducing onset time which is useful for 
creating the illusion of size. “Diff Size” controls the size of the diffusers, larger diffusers 
are slower to react and cause greater time-smearing (a large diffuser size on a small 
reverb time can begin to sound a little metallic, so try not to use very large sizes with 
very small reverb times unless you are specifically going for that kind of tone).  

Diffusion quantity controls the amount of feedback within the all-pass, more feedback 
generally creates a smoother reverb. 

Clicking the early/late button between the Diffusion and Diff. Size values switches 
between diffusion controls for the reflections and the late reverb. 

Chorus 

Chorus controls the amount of time-varying glide within the reverb delay loops. As the 
reverb’s delays are modulated, they can cause gentle pitch fluctuations when the 
chorus control is set above zero. This is reminiscent of the rich and luscious sound of 
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classics reverbs like the 224 which gradually thicken the reverb as it makes its way 
around the reverb structures. Tai Chi has many more reverb loop paths than classic 
reverbs however, so the thickening effect can be extremely deep and rich without 
causing the verb to dramatically pull sharp or flat (dial in a suitable amount for the 
nature of the source materials).  

Mod Rate 

The modulators within the reverb are all based on a single base modulator speed 
controlled by this dial, but this varies subtly across many modulation sources to reduce 
audible cycling (and is why this is not a traditional rate control in Hz).  

Increasing the mod rate can also dramatically increase the depth of chorusing as the 
delays recursively glide faster and faster (especially when used with the detune mode). 

Wander 

As well as glide modulators, Tai Chi includes spin/wander style modulators where 
reverb taps are moved on fade-through rather than gliding at full level. This can provide 
a more ‘chunky’ modulation sound depending on the amount of wander selected.  

The wander time indicates by how much a reverb tap can be randomly moved while it 
is fading through zero. It is quite a technical control, but generally just be aware that 
larger wander times can make the reverb a little less smooth but bring more character.  

Chorus Selections 

Thicken Chorus – Increase proportion of modulators that glide for a richer chorus 

Chorus mode – Enrich: Default, gentle motion to flatter rather than overwhelm sources 

Chorus mode – Drift: De-sync the reverb loop choruses so that audio pulls sharp and 
flat as it makes its way around the loop 

Chorus mode – Detune: delay lines deviate by a large amount causing rapid detuning 
of the audio within the loops (especially at high mod rates)  

Locking the chorus dial will also lock chorus selection buttons. 
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Equaliser 

The equaliser tab provides a basic set of shelving filters (low and high) and simple static 
roll-off filters (switchable to 6, 12, 18 or 24 dB per octave) that act over the mixed wet 
signal. The dry is not affected by EQ. 

 
Both shelf filters are designed to have a gentle shape sound (they are implemented 
with standard two-pole analogue prototypes with a Q of 0.71).  

PRESET MANAGEMENT 
Factory Presets 

You may select factory presets by clicking on the preset name in the main plug-in 
window to show a list, or by moving between presets using the chevron icons (< >). 

 
The A | B button allows you to quicky shift between two presets registers.  
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User Presets 

You can save custom presets from the user presets menu within the “manage user 
presets” sub-menu. 

To view the user preset folder so that you can import or share presets with other 
users, select “view user presets” which will open a Finder or Explorer window focused 
on the user presets location on your drive. 

SETTINGS 
Clicking on the settings cog icon reveals a list of options, these are described below. 

Interface 

The UI can be scaled by a range of preset scaling factors to accommodate different 
screen sizes.  

Preset 

Reflection chorus 

The chorus modulation of the early reflections by default follows the master reverb 
chorus setting. You can optionally deviate from that via this settings menu meaning 
you could turn off the early chorusing entirely, or only chorus the reflections leaving the 
reverb tail with a different style of modulation (or none at all).  

Parameter locks on the chorus control are followed by this setting. 

Reflection timing 

Different reverbs treat reflection pre-delays differently. Some lock the reflections 
relative to the reverb (so pre-delay also affects reflection timing too) and some lock 
reflections relative to the dry signal. Different situations can call for a different strategy, 
these can be accommodated here.  

Parameter locks on the pre-delay control are followed by this setting. 

Reverb processing 

You can switch between a true-stereo and mono-to-stereo topology to change the 
effects of pan tracking. Mono-to-stereo mode also reduces CPU load by around a 
quarter so if you need to save CPU on fundamentally mono sends this is an option to 
consider using. 

CHANNEL FORMATS 
Tai Chi Lite supports the following channel formats where applicable in your DAW/host. 

• Mono 
• Mono to stereo 
• Stereo (true stereo) 


